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Last Year’s Impact

186

$7.5M

nonproﬁts
directly served

online revenue
generated for npos

$7.5M
29
current
team members

8
years
in business

Understand what the economic downturn
means for your nonproﬁt based on historical
data and recent trends

Today’s

TOP
TAKEAWAYS

Learn nonproﬁt success stories proven to
help your strategic planning during
challenging times

What digital marketing best practices work
best and how to approach development and
fundraising during a downturn

How to apply the 5 Principles to Manage your
Nonproﬁt Through a Recession
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DATA ANALYSIS:
How Your Nonproﬁt will be
Impacted by a Recession

It’s Time to
Buckle Up

What did the Great Recession of 2008 Mean for Nonprofits?
Uncertainty decreases individual giving.

Revenue Impact
● Individual Giving Dropped by 7% in 08’ & 6.2% in 09’:
The Great Recession reduced total giving by 7.0% in 2008 and by 6.2% in 2009.
Although giving increased slightly in 2010 (1.3%) and 2011 (0.9%), small and midsize
donors often pause donating during and after a recession.

● Foundation Funding Dropped by approximately 30%:
For many foundations, when they see their assets depleted by 20, 30, or 40 percent
in one fell swoop, the first reaction is to cut back their grantmaking accordingly.

●

Donor Behavior Shift: Attitudes shift as economic volatility and
uncertainty presents itself. Some donors felt it was better to save rather than donate,
or that giving was a luxury, or that there was uncertainty of impact from donations.

●

Tangible & Transparent Asks + Impact Measurement:
After the great recession donors really began to demand intended outcomes and key
impact metrics in order to scale giving. NPO marketing couldn’t phone it in anymore.

source: nonprofit quarterly

What will the COVID-19 Economy mean for your Nonprofit?
COVID-19 has caused waves of uncertainty, decrease in economic activity, and halted physical attendance for
many nonproﬁts across the country who often have just weeks of operating capital in the bank.

● Donor Uncertainty: The 53% of American households who live paycheck to
paycheck are going to be strained to provide financial support. Higher income
households might want to wait to see what the market does.

● Giving in Different Ways: We’re seeing an increase in food donations, peer
fundraising, donating to community funds, and local organizations.

●

Government Support: Trillions have been given out to business and nonprofit
organizations. $300 to charity (not itemized) and an increase in corporate charitable
amounts.

● Recovery Speed - Eye of the Hurricane?: Unlikely to last as long as
the Great Recession but hard to predict exactly what the next 12 to 24 mos look like.

● Transition to Digital: People’s attention is online now more than ever,
adapting fast is key. Virtual fundraising and virtual events are the new normal.

2020 Recession Shape?

V, U, L, or W

The 2 Key Phases of Recession Management
Step 1, weather the storm. Step 2 seize opportunity.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Weather the
Storm

Seize
Opportunity

Phase 1: Make sure your team is okay and the organization stays in business.
Phase 2: Once your foundation is solid, recessions create tremendous opportunity for
those that are willing to make the moves necessary.

The 5 Principles to Manage Your
Nonprofit Through a Recession
We will be going into detail on each in the following section.

●
●
●
●
●

Principle 1: Practice Focused, Courageous Leadership
Principle 2: Obsess over Finances
Principle 3: Invest More into Marketing
Principle 4: Every Day We’re Fundraising
Principle 5: Move Faster & Seize Opportunity

The 5 Principles to Manage Your
Nonproﬁt Through a Recession

Principle 1:
Practice Focused, Courageous
LEADERSHIP

Principle 1 Practice Focused, Courageous Leadership
“In good times, organizations need good people; in tough times, they need great people.”
●

It’s Wartime - Peacetime leaders spend time writing their core values, war time leaders let the war define the culture

●

Radical Transparency & Compassionate Candor - Communicate often and candidly with compassion.
○
○
○

Its advantageous to be as transparent as possible with your team. Radical transparency empowers your team to move faster
and really understand what is most important to focus on. Be as real with the team as possible.
Keep up consistent communication of progress to team, as well as, praise for morale.
Exude optimism and focus on your strengths. This is a temporary medical crisis and you all will persevere.

● Focus the Team on What is Most Critical
○
○

Decisiveness - Act quickly, yet thoughtfully. Prioritize and set clear accountability with deadlines.
Leadership & Key Staff Analysis - Fortify the Best People, Not just the Cheapest
■ Rather than thinking who can be cut, you must first consider which people are central to the long-term health of the org

Principle 2
Obsess over Finances

Principle 2 Obsess Over Finances
“Cash is king and is the lifeblood of your organization.”
●

Be a Hyper-Realist: have a staff member updating your financial forecasts consistently,
you must get the data you need to lead. You can’t improve what you aren’t measuring.

●

Create a Contingency Plan: This may mean to plan for the worst case scenario,
starting now, use forecasting to assess scenario options ahead. Short-term and long-term.

●

Protect the Core: Assess what is mission critical. Get lean and take action according to
most core activities to organization. Adjust spending across the board as needed.
○ Board members and leaders must agree on the answers to two central questions:
■ What work and beneficiaries define the essence of our organization?
■ What do these core services cost? What is their impact?

●

Assess & Take Action on Available Resources: Create committees as needed
to attack opportunities like:
○ Payroll Protection Program | Business Interruption Insurance | Negotiate with Vendors | Lines of
Credit | Stay in touch with local community foundations and emergency funds

Principle 3
Invest More into Marketing

Principle 3 Invest More into Marketing
“Now is not the time to cut back on Marketing and Growth.”

● A Strong Brand & Compelling Story is the Ultimate Competitive Advantage: Now is the time to push
more content than ever and thread compelling stories that document the journey of your organization. Share the REAL, vulnerable story of
your mission during both the good times and the challenging (like what you are experiencing during Covid-19). How can you provide value
and help your audience? Of course monitor your tonality and be compassionate as many people are suffering.

● During Covid-19 People Are Glued to Technology:

Market where people's attention is at and it's now more than

ever online and on mobile. We all are looking for stories of hope, now is the time to share them.

● Virtual Fundraising? op Digital Marketing Channels in a Recession:
○
○
○
○
○

Email Marketing - A tried and true, cost effective channel.
Social Media Marketing - Identify your key channels and go all-in on content creation & story-telling. Volume > Perfection.
Facebook & Instagram Ads - Incredible hyper-targeting, paired with compelling creative opportunities, FB & IG ads
consistently generate a 3 to 10 times return on ad spend for our nonprofit partners.
Google Ad Grants - Take advantage of $10,000 per month in free Google Ads to drive thousands of additional visitors to
your website every month.
Peer to Peer Empowerment - Mobilize core supporters to text, email, call, share on social and more. Prepare templates
for your core supporters and consider a Facebook group. If you are formally campaigning during this time, the offline game
is key - always pre-wire key donors.

Principle 3 Invest More into Marketing
Recessions/Crisis Case Study: Tenement Museum

In Progress: $346,527 Raised to Date
○ Key Channels:
■ Ad Grants >180 visitors a day
■ >$150,000 = Email Marketing
■ $30,701 = Facebook Fundraising
●
●
●
●
●
●

730 - Donors
520 - Fundraiser Shares
139 - FB Post Shares
$140.60 - Ad Spend
$1.42 - Cost Per Click
99 - Ad link clicks

Online momentum led to NY Times coverage.

Principle 4
Every Day We’re Fundraising

Principle 4 Every Day We’re Fundraising
“Fundraising is a revenue center not a cost center”

● Focus On Compassionate Messaging, Appeals Need to Have the 3Ts
○
○

Transparent, Tangibile, Take Action
Remember - they are struggling too so let them decide what they can do after you’ve identified the need; increased gifts, bridge
financing, matching gift to kick-start a mini campaign are all possible.

● Double Down on Audience Segmentation & Custom Ask Outreach
○
○

Recognize that the market is saturated. If you can get specific to your audiences, donors are far more likely to feel the connection.
Don’t be afraid to level with your most steadfast donors about the financial situations as they might be open to re-allocating funds.

● Triple Down on Stewardship and Shine at Saying Thank You
○
○

Ensure your organization shines at saying thank you and expressing your gratitude. In addition, be sure to consistently circle back
about how donor investments are making a real difference.
Get creative! Stand out from the crowd, send personal thank you videos, enroll major donors into strategy committees, etc.

● Launch Recurring Giving
○

The data is hyper-clear. The average lifetime value of a recurring donor over a one time gift is more than 5X. Build predictability into
your fundraising model by designing and scaling a recurring giving program that wins.

Principle 5
Move Faster &
Seize Opportunity

Principle 5 Move Faster & Seize Opportunity
“Never waste a crisis. Become THE choice, not just another choice.”

● Recessions Create the Biggest Land Grabs of Opportunity: Once your foundation is solid, and your core
business needs are fueled, assess where can you transform your organization's needs to fill the next gap in society. Become THE Choice,
not just another choice.

● Take More Risks & Foster Adaptation:

When its volatile, scary and rocky, this is the time to make big moves to scale

revenue and impact. Identify what you must leave behind (even if it’s loved) to move forward. You have to develop next practices while
executing on today’s best practices.

● Talent Will Be Available -

You will have the opportunity to find more great talent. Qualified individuals become available,

keep your doors open for this option.

● Diversify Revenue Streams - Don’t put all your eggs in one gala, government grant, or major donor. Leverage as many
channels as possible, get creative (not all donations are green, some are in-kind trades), consider social enterprise model.

● Expand on Digital Channels - While other organizations are slowing down, move faster and test more digital opportunities,
increase awareness on new channels and build more current and future supporters.

Quick Recap

Quick Recap
Let’s quickly recap today’s discussion.

● Know the data, be a hyper-realist and understand the two phases of:
○
○

Phase 1: Weather the Storm
Phase 2: Seize Opportunity

● Remember our 5 Principles to manage your nonproﬁt during an economic
downturn
○
○
○
○
○

Principle 1: Practice Focused, Courageous Leadership
Principle 2: Obsess over Finances
Principle 3: Invest More into Marketing
Principle 4: Every Day We’re Fundraising
Principle 5: Move Faster & Seize Opportunity

● Celebrate the Wins!!

We are here to

Help Great Causes

Free 1:1 Digital Strategy Session for Attendees
Whether you want a digital audit or just want to talk 2020 strategy, we are here to help!

Schedule a 1:1 Strategy Session
CommunityBoost.org/lets-talk

@CommunityBoost

Cameron Ripley
cameron@communityboost.org
Linkedin.com/in/cameronripley/

